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Summary

Operator license examinations at Wolf Creek, September 25-29, 1984

Operator license examinations were conducted at Wolf Creek during the
week of September 24, 1984. Nineteen candidates were administered
either initial or retake examinations. All five retake SR0 candidates
passed written, oral, or simulator examinations as required. One of the
two initial R0 candidates passed the examination. Ten of the twelve
initial SR0 candidates passed the examination. In total, sixteen of the

nineteen candidates passed the examinations required to hold a license.
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WCGS EXAMINATION REPORT .I
l

4n~
Report Details '

.|

t-

h. Persons Examined
:

!- SRO Retake Candidates:
PASS FAIL TOTAL1

'.

T T 5

I SRO Candidates:
j PASS FAIL TOTAL
i T T T
f
: R0 Candidates:

PASS FAIL TOTAL

I' 1 1 2

l

| 2. Examiners i

J. Pellet, NRC (Chief Examiner)
W. Eldridge, NRC-ORNLi

; R. Thornton, NRC-0RNL
M. Baldwin, NRC-ORNL

,

a

1

!. 3. F amination ReportJ
i

!. This examination report is' composed of the following sections:

i A. Examination Review Meeting Coment Resolution
1 8. September 24,'1984 Meeting / Visit Sumary
[ C. Generic Comments
l' D. Examination Master Keys (SR0/R0 Questions and Answers)

!
!

! Performance results for individual candidates are not included in this 4
'

| report because examination reports are placed in NRC's Public Document
| Room.
!
|

|
!

!
<

.
._.___.._..._____.._._.___,__._,____.._______.____,_._._J
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: WCGS EXAMINATION REPORT

A Examination Review Meeting Comment Resolution

In general, editorial comments or changes made during the exam, the exam4

review,'or subsequent grading reviews are not addressed by this

.' resolution section.
This section reflects resolution of substantive ;

coments made during the exam review. The modifications discussed below
-are included in the master exam key which is provided elsewhere in this
report, as are all other changes mentioned above but not discussed'

herein.' The following personnel were present for the exam review:
NRC UTILITY i

: J. Pellet L. Baker [
' M. Herre11

W. Hunter
F. Scheimann

'R. Trev1111an
. ,

1. 1.1.b/5.1.b Sensible heat is explained in training as the heat which
causes a temperature rise.

Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified to accept either answer.

f 2. 1.11/5.11.b Accept similar'or other correct reasons for a
decrease in efficiency.

.

Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified,
s t

|,
3. 2.5 Accept cosine of the angle between true and apparent

power as a correct answer for.the first part. ;

Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.-
'

r. 4. 3.1 Answer 2 should be 100f decrease with a time constant of
L 50 seconds.

*

| Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.

5. 3.4/6.8 Other abbreviations for phase A cantainment isolation
'

should be accepted.
Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.

'

6.~3.10/6.12 F is not an interlock. Should be C-11 per ref.
'

Resp.: ACCEPT. If f was matched correctly then question was
graded on 6 answers 0 0.167 ea. If f was matched
incorrectly then question was graded on 5 answers 0 0.2.

and f was deleted.
,

>7.- 3.11 Add " Bypass bkr closed & connected"'as correct answer
'

per WEC drwg. 7250064, Sh. 2.
i Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.

,
4

0; . 8. 4.8/7.8 Pump bearing water temperature less than 195 F is also
correct per 88-201, R 1, p. 2/0, section 2.9.'

| Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.
<

3

'!

!

i,
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WCGS EXAMINATIO'l REPORT

9. 4.10.1 Answer should be 1 per ref.
Resp.:~ ACCEPT. Key modified.

10. 8.2 "SR0" in Key is "S0" in plant terminology. "S0" in key
.

is "NLO".in plant. term.
' Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.

' 11. 8.3.c.1 Correct answer is G.A.E. - all 3 fpb gone.
Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.

12. 8.3.c.4. Correct answer is " ALERT". '

Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified.

13. 8.4 Referenced procedure has been' deleted.
Resp.: ACCEPT. Key modified to accept other reasonable or

-, similar answers for full credit. ,

,

B. September 24 -- 28 Site Visit Exit Meeting Sumary

At the conclusion of the site visit, examiners met with representatives
of the plant staff to discuss the results of the examinations. The
following personnel were present for the exit interview: |

'

NRC UTILITY
F L. Pellet C. C. Mason
B. L. Bartlett P. E. Turner

'

R. Thornton J. T. Burns
W. E. Eldridge R. Trevillian

C. W. Russo
F. J. Scheimann

Mr. Pellet started the discussion by noting that the examiners as a groep
had encountered a positive, helpful attitude in everyone concerned. The
following general topics were discussed. -

1. Three(3)oftheeighteen.(18) oral /simulatorcandidates
examined, were not a clear pass. .

2. The'fo110 wing areas of weakness were observed on more than one .

!candidate and are presented for the use of the facility.
a. Portable radiation monitoring instrumentation use.
b. Whether or not plant went critical on the source range. *

c. Types of contamination likely to be encountered. ,

d. Diesel Generator data, especially as related to completing ,

check sheets used during surveillance.
e. Identifying pressurizer power-operated relief valve, spray

valve, and safety valve.
f. Shift Supervisor responsibilities for a liquid radioactive

waste release.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - .
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WCGS EXAMINATION REPORT

,

.g. Details of process radiation monitor operation..
h.' Pulsation damper design (On the PDP charging pump).

-1. Protection channel 1 failure will trip the plant at. low power
-levels.

j. Existence of wide range fission chamber at remote shutdown
panel.

k. Use of surveillance procedures.'

3. These weak. areas may be related closely to the state of
construction at the plant combined with the lack of site-specific.
operating history.

k 4.. A candidate who is not a clear pass is one who cannot be judged a
clear pass during imediate evaluation. This does not prejudice,

any later evaluation or decision. In any case, all results at-
'this point are preliminary and subject to change during regional
review.

5. _An area of weakness does not imply unacceptable performance by a
,

candidate. A weak area is simply one where knowledge or skill is;
~

!- less completely developed than in other areas.
6. NRC will attempt to return formal results within 30 days of'

leaving the site (October 28). However, due to time constraints-~

in October and November, formal results may be delayed-
: substantially beyond the normal 30 day time frame.

.

7. NRC will attempt'to return retake results as soon as possible.;
!
p

C. GENERIC COPMENTS;-

f The generic comments provided below were generated during grading of-the
; written examinations and review'of the oral and simulator examinations.
L 1. Knowledge about changes in integral rod worth versus various

plant parameters was not based on the provided Westinghouse core
; physics data.
! 2. General ugderstanding of enthalpy, especially the ratio of hr to

ha at 212 F was weak.i

3. A5flity to locate Reactor Coolant System penetrations was poor...

! 4. Understanding of the quantity of main steam diverted to various
j plant loads was poor.
t 5. Understanding of the basic concept behind the ALARA program was

weak.,

6. ' Knowledge about minimum shift crew composition of non-licensed2

personnel was weak..

j D. EXAMINATION MASTER COPY (SRO/R0 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS)
1

-The R0 and SRO examination master keys make up the rest of this report.
:
;
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U..S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION
REACTOR.0PERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

*

Facility: Wolf Creek'

:

i
Reactor Type: WEC4-PWR

,

Date Administered: 9/25/84
\ .
f Examiner: J. L. : Pellet
:

Candidate: . - MASTER KEY -
|

;- INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

Use separate paper for the answers. . Write answers on one side only. Staple
~

question sheets on top of answer sheets. Points for each question are4

: indicated in parentheses after the question. The passing grade requires at-

;- least 70% in each category'and a final grade'of at least 80%. Examination.
papers will be picked up six (6) hours after the examination-starts.-

!
~ %'of
L ' Category % of- Candidate's Category

Value Total Score Value Category.

;

! 24.0 24.0 1. Principles'of Nuclear
.

Power Plant Operation,.
! Thermodynamics, Heat-

Transfer and Fluid Flow
!

24.0 24.0 2. ~ Plant Design Including
| . Safety and Emergency:

;_ Systems

26.0 26.0 3i ' Instruments and Controls

! 26.0- 26.0 4. Procedures - Normal,
; Abnormal. Emergency, and

Radiological Control'

100.0 TOTALS;

Final Grade %
!

! All work done on this examination is my own. I have neither given nor
| - received. aid.
L

t

[ fandidate's Signature
i

I
._ . _ . _ . - . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ . . _ . _ . , . . . _ _ . , _ , _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ , _ , _ .. ,...._ _ . _
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WOLF CREEK R0 EXAMINATION
*

1.- PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATION.;_
'

THERMODYNAMICS HEAT TRANSFER AND FLUID FLOW (24.0)
.

1.1 Explain'briefly each of the following:''
- a. The reason for using a neutron sour ;. (1.0)
b. Decay _ heat and sensible heat (2 par s). (1.0).

ANS:- a '. Assure req'd CR / limit S/U short period events.
b. Decay is stored energy in the fuel / heat from delayed n-

post S/D. Sensible is stored energy in the reactor
components or heat that causes a temperature rise.

r ~

REF: a. WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1. WCAP-10483, p.-2-3 ,

b.- Basic Reactor Theory

i' 1.2 During a reactor startup, power increases from 15 to 55 in 300
seconds. Neglect power defect and assume reactivity constant.
SHOW ALL WORK FOR FULL CREDIT. (2.0)

~ a. What is the reactor period?
,

F . b. .What would the power level be after an additional 200 seconds?

t therefore: 5=1*e300/T therefore:
p1=po*g/T.

ANS: e
,

/186.erefore: T=300/1.609= (a) 186.40's / 3.11 m
thIn 5=

4 therefore: p2=5*2.92= (b) 14.6%; p2"Pl*e
(formula 0.5; ea ans 0.75)

J REF: Basic Reactor Theory
1

- 1.3 Calculate the reactor period for a prompt critical reactor.
SHOW ALL WORK AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR FULL CREDIT. _(2.0)

0.005-0.007 & 1*pt crit. p=B so T=1*/B
'

ANS: T=(B-p)/tp + 1*/p- for prom
=10-20 usper ref. B='

T=17.5to19EE(-6)/0.005to7=0.0025-40sec.,

L (formula 0.5, answer 0.5, assumptions 0.5 ea. x2) a

a REF: ~ WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1. WCAP-10483, p. A-2, A-12
!
I 1.4 Explain how and why integral rod worth changes for each of the

conditions below. (3.0)
a. Power increases from HZP to HFP (zero to full power).
b, Core ages from BOL to EOL..

c. Core xenon worth increases from free to equilibrium. ;

,
.

L

L ANS: - a. Integral worth increases due to spectrum hardening and *

resonance capture increase'OR due to more n flux.
b. Integral worth may increase or decrease depending on

competing effects of fission product buildup (fpb) and
,

core power distribution shift OR incr. due to less
L, competition or more n flux,

c. Integral worth increases due to spectrum hardening OR
i decr.-due toless competition.
i (1 ans.for a-c 9 1.0 ea. - content not wording)
= REF: WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1, WCAP-10483, p. 6-3
'' -2-
!.

I
c

# - . - - 1 ,., - - , -w---, _.,m-M,v___..-.,, _c...,_,,_. ,, _ _, ,,,_y__ ,. ,_, _ _ , _ _ , , _ , , _ ,_
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WOLF CREEK P.0 EXAMINATION

1.5 Give an approximate value for the reactivity coefficients below at
BOL.and HZP. Also state how each changes as a function of core
age. Reasons for changes are NOT required. (2.0)
a. Moderator temperature coefTTcient (pcm/ F).
b. Moderator void coefficient (pcm/% void).
c. Moderator pressure coefficient (pcm/ psi).
d. Fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficient (pcm/% power).
e. Differential boron worth (pcm/ ppm).

ANS:- a. MTC: more neg. w/ age, -2-3 pcm/ F.
b. MVC: more neg. w/ age, negligible (0- -250 pcm/% void).
c. MPC: more pos. w/ age, +0.3 pcm/ psi.
d. FTC: less neg. w/ age, -15 pcm/% power.
e. DBW: less neg. w/ age, -12.5 pcm/ ppm.
(direction'w/ age 0.3, value 0.1 for 5 ans.)

REF: WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1, WCAP-10483, p. 5-1, 5-5

1.6 List four (4) factors which affect the neutron flux reaching a
particular control rod. NO explanation is required. Do NOT use
example below as an answe E (2.0)
Example: Moderator temperature.'

ANS: Boron concentration, Fission product poison inventory, rod'

shadcwing (position of adjacent rods), axial position,
radial position, local power level, local poison inventory,
and core age. Power level for credit.
(any 4/5'O 0.5 ea.)

REF: Basic Reactor Theory

1.7 Briefly describe'the' basic mechanisms required to establish natural
circulation. (1.5),

ANS: Elevation with heat sink above source and intact fluid loop
connecting sink and source.
(3 concepts 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: Basic Thermodynamics

.

1. 8 - a . Define the term "enthalpy" with respect to a mixture of steam
and water. Include the condition of zero enthalpy and
appropriate units of measurement. (1.0)

b. What happens to the relative amount of enthalpy when steam is
changed to water? Give the ratio (steam / water) at 212"F. (1.0)

c. What happens to the steam / water enthalpy ratio as the pressure
of a saturated system is decreased? EXPLAIN. (1.0)

NOTE: Assume a saturated system unless stated otherwise.

withzero033F.ANS: a. heat content of a mixture in BTU /lbmp
b. Decreases due to phase change w/ ratio = 6.4 0 212 F.
c. Increases since _h n increased & hf decreased.f
(3 ans @ 1.0 ea. divTd6d equally per underlined areas)

m REF: Basic Thermodynamics & Steam Tables
-3-
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WOLF CREEK R0 EXAMINATION
m

1.9 Give four (4) physical factors that change over core life which
affect the heat transfer capability of the fuel and the fuel
centerline; temperature. For each factor indicate whether it tends-

' ' to INCREASE or DECREASE centerline fuel temperature over the life
of the. core. (3.0)

n

'
.ANS: a. Fuel densification -increase.;.

b. Fuel pellet swelling - decreasing. .

; c. Clad creep - decrease.
i d. Clad corrosion - increase.
: e. Crud buildup - increase.
| f. Nature of oas in the gap - increase.

g. Concentration of gas in the gap - decrease.:
(any 4/7 9 0.75 ea. - for factor & for effect)

.

'

'REF:, . Basic Reacto: Theory'

1.10 a. Explain briefly what is occurring at the pump suction when a
p' imp is cavitating. .. _ '(0.5)

: b. State how the following will affect pump net positive suction <

;- . head available (NPSHA). Assume an open system (suction from
and dTscharge to an atmospheric tank). Do NOT answer for

,

| NPSHrequired. STATE ALL ASSUMPTIONS.
(1)Increaseinlettemperature. (0.5)!

(2) Increase pump impeller speed.
'

'(0.5)
NOTE: NPHSA = Pabsolute'- Pyapor + Pcol. height - Pline loss ,

! .ANS: a. Vapor bubbles are forming because Ps LT Psat at pump.
*

so SHA decr.b. (1) Temp incr. will incr. Pyapor
; (2) No effect. Changes NPSHR not NPSHA.. E,

,

Explanation is NOT req'd for fu:ne loss incr.
Decrease- Flow incr. so P1i

1 credit.'

REF: Cameron Hydraulic Data, c 1977, p. 1-10 to 1-17

1.11 Explain how each of the following changes INCREASE, DECREASE, or
have NO EFFECT on overall plant efficiency (Welectric/Wthermal)-

,

. Base your answer.on initial trends. prior to any automatic action.
CVCS charging isolates at 100% power (not seal inj.). (1.0)

, a.
'' b. Electric load reduced from 1005 to 755 (All primary parameters

go to programed values.).
'

(1.0)
n

ANS: a. INCREASE because more rx heat available for SG since
less req'd for preheating chg.

b. DECREASE because 9' lower power Tava is lower and dT.is
,

'

lower so intrinsic efficiency.is reduced. Accept any
answer which discusses a valid reason for decr. eff.
(e.g., less MSR. steam).

[ REF:- a. Basic Thermodynamics
~ b. SNUPPS NPS-229, p. 6-20
.

End of category - Examination continued on next page
1

-4-
7
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WOLF CREEK R0 EXAMINATION

2.' PLANT DESIGN INCLUDING SAFETY AND EMERGENCY SYSTEMS (24.0)

2.1 Using the " Simplified RCS" drawing attached, indicate on the
drawing the location and flow direction of the reactor coolant
system connections listed SeTow. Define.any abbreviations used
except those provided below. Show the relative location on each
leg using each item as often as necessary. (4.0)
a. Pressurizer spray (SPRAY)
b. Pressurizer surge (SURGE).
c. Accumulator (ACC).
d. High Head SI (HPSI or HHSI).

.e. CVCS normal letdown (NOR LTDN).
f. Hot leg safety. injection (HLSI).
g. RHR suction (RHR).
h. CVCS normal charging (NOR CHG).
i. CVCS excess letJown (EX LTDN).
j. CVCS alternate charging (ALT CHG).

ANS: Key attached.
REF: SNUPPS NPS-211, Figure SNP-RC-24, p. 5-5

SNUPPS RCS P&ID, M-02BB01(Q)

2.2 Using the " Steam - Feed Mass Flow" figure attached, indicate on a
separate page (your answer sheet not the figure) the percentage of .

. total steam or feedwater flow at each of the points marked A - E (5
answers). Answer in percent not pounds per hour. (2.5)

ANS: A - 8%, B - 16%,- C - 10%, D - 8%, E - 13%
(5 ans 0 0.5 ea. accept +/- 2% full, +/- 5% h credit)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-211, Figure SNP-MS-4, p. 5-15

2.3 Choose from the list below the subsystem which is NOT part of the
Emergency Core Cooling System. (0.5)
a. Safety Injection

,

b. Residual Heat Removal
c. Charging
d. Containment Spray

ANS: D

REF: SNUPPS NPS-211, p. 5-13

2.4 Explain briefly what differentiates between the cooling lake and
the ultimate heat sink. (1.5)

ANS: UHS is contained within the lake by the normally submerged
UHS dams. UHS is a subset of the cooling lake.
(accept concept of subset contained by dams @ 1.5)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-211, p. 6-16

-5--
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2.5 Define the term " power factor" as it applies to an electrical
generator. Include in your answer the value of the power factor
for an ideal system. (2.0)

ANS: Cosine of the angle between voltage and current in an AC
circuit (measure of the reactive losses) OR cosine of the
angle between true and apparent power. Ideal power

0factor is 1 (cos 0 ).
(2 ans 6 1.0 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-213, p. A-4

2.6 List four (4). conditions which must be satisfied to manually shut
the diesel generator output breaker from the MCB. (2.0)

ANS: 1 - generator up to voltage (4.16 KV).
2 - Generator up to speed (471~ RPM).
3 - No lockout relays energized for that ESF bus.
4 - Sync check relay satisfied.
5 - Synchronizing switch ON.
6 - Breaker control switch CLOSED.
(any 4/6 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-213, p. 4-21

2.7 Explain how the battery chargers may be shifted between " float" and
" equalizing" voltage and why such a shift would be needed. (2.0)

ANS: Shift is performed by a toggle switch located on the
charger cabinet front panel. Equalizing mode would be
selected to recharge a battery when capacity is low.
(2 ans 9 1.0 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-213, p. 5-4

2.8 Using the attached figure for turbine loading rates, " Time to Make
Load Changes," provide the information requested below. Assume no
other limitations. (2.0)
a. Maximum step' load decrease from 100% power.
b. Load increase from 15% to 1005 power.
c. Load decrease from SOE to 105 power.
d. Maximum power at which a step decrease to 05 is permitted.

ANS: a. 67% (100-33) +/-l%, b. 46 minutes +/-l minute,
c. 20 minutes, d. 25%.
(4 ans 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-213, Figure SNP-TG-21, p. 6-13

-6-
:

I
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WOLF CREEK R0 EXAMINATION

2.9 MATCHING Match each of the. areas below with the appropriate water
application method used by the Fire Protection System. (3.0)

AREA
a. Diesel Generator Rooms
b. Computer Rooms
c. Technical Support Center
d. Turbine Driven Aux. Feed. Pump
e. Main Transformer
f. ESF Switchgear Rooms
g. Auxiliary Boiler Room
h. Fuel Oil-Storage Tank
1. Cable Spreading Rooms

~J. Diesel Fire Pump Room
WATER APPLICATION METHOD

1. Wet-pipe sprinkler system
2. Water spray system
3. Preaction sprinkler system
4. Foam system
5. Halon 1301 system

ANS: a.3,b.5,c.1,d.2,e.2,f.5,g.1,h.4,1.3,J.1
REF: SNUPPS NPS-229, p. 2-9 - 2-18

2.10 Explain the mechanical design feature (s) of the feedwater control
valves that cause the valves to have linear response4

- characteristics in the range of 15 - 100 % power. (1.0)

ANS: They are port throttling valves using ported cage
interr.als. The ports give the linear flow characteristics.

REF: SNUPPS NPS-223, p. 6-4

2.11 TRUE or FALSE? The nitrogen charged accumulator for each secondary
power operated relief. valve (PORV) and auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
control valve is sized to provide eight hours of valve operation at
a rate of one PORV cycle every 10 minutes and one AFW valve cycle

i every 20 minutes. (0.5)

!- ANS: TRUE-

| REF: SNUPPS NPS-223, p. 4-21
'

2.12 Sketch the characteristic curve for a gas-filled detector exposed
|

'to a constant radiation field (output versus applied voltage).
| Label the axes and the six regions of interest. (3.0)

l ANS: Key attached
(6 0.4 ea.(name.2, shape.2); order.2; ver ax.2; hor ax.2)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, Figure SNP-NI-1, p. 2-6
,

i

|

End of Category - Examination continued on next page

-7-
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WOLF CREEK R0 EXAMINATION

3. INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS (26.0)

3.1 List the initiation signals for a Steam Line Isolation Signal
(SLIS),includingsetpoints. (2.0)

ANS: 1. Pstm LT 585 psig with Prcs GT 1970 psig.
2. Pstm decreases more than 100# with a time constant of

50 seconds (Laplace) and Prcs LT 1970 psig.
3. P ont GT 17 psig.
(ans 1 & 2 0 0.7 ea., ans 3 0 0.6)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-223, p. 2-13; Precautions, Limitations, and
Setpoints, Rev. 2

3.2 The Combined Intermediate Valves (CIV's) consist of two valves in
one body, the Intercept Valve (IV) and the Intermediate Stop Valve
(ISV). Explain the automatic operation of the IV's and the ISV's
during a load rejection and a turbine trip. (3.0)

ANS: For TT, ISV trip closed (and cannot be reopened until
steam press. reduced.
For load reject, IV's 1, 3, & 5 will throttle as req'd to
control turbine speed during reheater blowdown. IV's 2, 4,
& 6 will close if IV's 1, 3, & 5 close more than 10% (90%
open) and reopen at same point when IV's 1, 3, & 5 reopen.
(TT 01.0; LR 0 concept 1.5, specific valves & % 0.5)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-223, p. 2-20, 2-21

3.3 Give three (3) protective actions which will override the Steam
Generator Water Level Control (SGWLC) system to produce a Feedwater
Isolation Signal (FWIS). Explain the reason for each of these
protective actions. (3.0)

( ANS: 1. P-14 (SG hi level trip): rapidly stop feeding a SG that
is excessively high level.

2. SI (Safety Injection): accident analysis shows some
eventsarelessenedifSGfegdisstopped.

3. P-4 (Rx trip) w/ Tavg LT 564 F (lo): prevent excessive
cooldown following a rx trip.

(3 ans 0 1.0 ea.; action 0.34 ea., reason 0.66 ea.)
REF: SNUPPS NPS-223, p. 6-25

3.4 List five (5) signals which will automatically initiate control
room emergency recirculation / pressurization and isolation.
Setpoints are NOT required (3.0)

-8-
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ANS: 1. Chlorine detected on CR intake (5 ppm).
2. Control room gaseous activity.
3. Fuel BM 1 ding ventilation isolation.
4. CISA (or other abbr. for phase A cont. isol.).
5. Containment atmosphere gaseous activity.
6. Containment purge gaseous activity.
(any 5/6 @ 0.6 ea. - accept process = gaseous)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-221, p. 1-30, 1-31

3.5 Fill in the blanks in the paragraph below dealing with a Safety
Injection Signal (SIS) (2.0)
An SIS is actuated by:

pressure from detectors.-

pressure from detectors.-

pressure from detectors on lines.-

- .

:

ANS: 1849 psig pressurizer, 2/4.
3.5 psig containment, 2/3.
585 psig steam line, 2/3, 1/4 steam.
manual.
(8 ans @ 0.25 ea. - 1st 2 sets may swap)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-221, p. 2-6

3.6 Explain the purpose of the Wobbulator in the EHC speed control
unit. (1.0)-,

ANS: It slowly varies turbine speed above and below set speeds
| that are near critical speeds to reduce the possibility of
| extended operation in a resonant condition (which could.
i damage the turbine).

(3 underlined areas @ 0.333 ea. content)
REF: -SNUPPS NPS-225, p. 5-22

3.7 Explain the response of the Pressurizer Level Control System (PLCS)
to a slow decrease in level from 68% while at 100% power. Include
all control and protective actions and setpoints. Assume the
positive displacement charging pump is in operation. (2.0)

ANS: 68%: PDP @ min, B/U htrs on - not reg'd.
*66.5%:' B/U htrs off.
*61.5%: PDP speed increases as lvl goes below program.
*17%: Ltdn isol, all htrs off-

(3 * ans @ 0.667 ea.)
~ REF: SNUPPS NPS-215, p. 6-17

-9-
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3.8 Explain-h'ow failure of one incore thermocouple reference junction
box heater can be detected by observing thermocouple (core outlet)
. temperature indication. (1.0)

ANS: Thermocouples from the box with the failed heater will
drift (WRT the other indications).

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 1-14

3.9. Give the information requested below about each of'the three (3)
ranges of excore nuclear instrumentation. (3.0)
a. Name
b. Detector type.
c. Number of detectors per range.
d. Type of flux detecte6 (represented at detector output).
e. Type of flux indicated (on panel meter).
f. Range of indication (panel meter or chart marking).
g. Reactor power _ range covered (in %). .

h. Panel indication when range higher starts indicating onscale.
1. Axial physical location of detector.
j. Reactor trips with setpoints.
NOTE: Parts d & e refer to pre- & post-conditioning respectively.

ANS: a. SOURCE INTERMEDIATE POWER

b. BF3 CIC UIC

c. 2 2 8(4U & 4L)

d. gamma / neutron neutron * gansna/ neutron4

e. neutro:. neutron' gamma / neutron
6 10-11-10-3 amps 0-125/200%f. 0/1-10 cps

0 2210-9-10-3% 10-5/6-10 % 10 -10 +gg.

'h. about 2-500 cps about 10-5 amps no higher range

1. 25% up middle (50%) U@25% up/L925% down
5j. 10 cps 25% rx power 25% rx power,

+ 5% in 2 sec.,
- 5% in 2 sec.,

-109% rx power

* Accept n+ gamma if inner / outer can explained.
(30 ans 0 0.1 ea. (power range - j 4 ans 0 0.025))

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 2-7 to 2-25

- 10 -
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3.10 MATCHING. Match the rod blocks with the appropriate description
from the list provided. (1.0)

R00 STOP R0D STOP DESCRIPTION
a. C-1 1. Overpower delta T (0PdT).
b. C-2 2. High bank D.
c. C-3 3. Overtemperature delta T (0 tdt).
d. C-4 4. Power range NIS high flux.

[ e. C-5 5. Low power interlock.
f. C-6 6. Intermediate range NIS high flux.

ANS: a.6,b.4,c.3,d.1,e.5,f.2
(if f correct-6 ans 0 0.167 ea.; if f X-5 ans 0 0.2 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 4-17, 4-18

3.11 List five (5) failures or problem? in the Reactor Protection System
(RPS) which would cause a general warning indication. (2.0)

ANS:- 1. Loss of either 48vde power supply.
2. Loss of either 15vdc power supply.
3. Printed circuit cards not properly inserted.
4. Input error inhibit switch in the inhibit position.
5. Slave relay tester mode switch in the test position.
6. Multiplexing inhibited.
7. Logic A switch not in off.
8. Permissive test switch not in off.
9. Memories not set.

I 10. Bypass bkr. closed & connected.
(any 5/10 0 0.4 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 5-11,~ 5-12; WEC drwg 7250d64, sh. 2

3.12 Give the RPS reactor trip (s) designed to protect against each of
the events listed below. (3.0),

! a. Loss of Coolant Flow.
| b. Rod Ejection.
! c. Reactor Overpower.
| d. Departure from Nucleate Boiling.

e. Multiple Rod Drop.t

| f. RCS Integrity.
' g. Loss of Heat Sink.

h. Reactor Startup Power Excursion.
;

l ANS: a. 1-loss of sensed flow, ii-RCP bus undervoltage, iii-RCP
| bus underfrequency.
'

b. 5% increase in LT 2 seconds'(high pos. rate).
c. 1-power range high flux, ii-0PdT.

L d. i-0 tdt, ii-low pressurizer pressure.

e. 5% decrease in LT 2 seconds (high neg. rate).'

f. 1-high pressurizer pressure, ii-high pressurizer level.
g. 1-low SG 1evel, ii-turbine trip.

i h. i-SR NIS high flux, ii-IR high flux, PR high flux.
(a-h @ 0.375 ea., mult. ans / part 0 equal value ea.)

| REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 5-141- -6-22
|

|

.
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4. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL, EMERGENCY, AND~~
(26.0)RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL

4.1 For each of the situations below indicate whether a Wolf Creek
- exposure limit:has been exceeded and why or why:not. If a limit
has been exceeded, indicate what administrative steps would be
required to apprcfe such exposure. - Assume that the information
given represents the total exposure for the individual during the

: calendar year in question. . (3.0)
a. An' individual who is a minor (under 18 years of age) enters a

Radiation Controlled Area (RCA) but receives no measureable:

exposure.
.

. b. An . individual receives the dose indicated for each of the -
following calendar weeks: June 17-23: 225 millirems (mr), June'

24-30: 250 mr, July 1-7: 200 mr, July 8-14: 225 mr July 15-21:
:- 175, and July 22-28: 225 mr. His total dose for the six weeks

- is 1300 mr.
L c. A pregnant woman enters-a RCA and receives a dose of 25 mr,

within the guidelines of the National Council of Radiation' '

Protection.
,L

| . ANS: a. A limit has been exceeded since RCA-entry by a minor
requires prior approval by the Site HP.i

i b. No limit has been violated. All doses are not GT 250
mr/ calendar week.nor GT 1000 mr/ calendar qtr.;.

r c. A limit has been exceeded because exposure of a
| . pregnant female requires prior approval of the S.H.P.
| NOTE: Correct answer >for a & c may be than no exposure
i limit has been exceeded-but administrative procedures
L have been. ~ Accept.for full credit if both limit &
L procedure noted. .

_

(1.0 ea. part; 0.25 yes/no, 0.75 applicable limits /expl.)'

REF: WCGS Radiation Exposure Guidelines, ADM 03-005 R3, p. 3,4 -

- 4.2 Explain why the ALARA program does not.always reduce. exposure to
the lowest achievable levels. ~(1.5)

i ANS: ALARA reduces dose based on a compar'ison of st'te ofa

technology and economics of improvements vs. benefit of
,

reduced exposure (accept content not specific wording).'

REF: WCGS ALARA Program, ADM 03-050 R0, p. 1

;- 4.3 Explain what' groups or jobs are covered by blanket Radiation Work
i Permits. (2.0)

ANS: normal duties of Health Physics, Chemistry, & Operations
groups plus General Inspection.
(4 ans.- 3 groups, 1 job 0 0.5 ea.)

,

! REF: WCGS Radiation Work Permit Program, ADM 03-101 R1, p. 2e

|
' - 12 -
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4.4 TRUE or FALSE? The use of radioactive iodine for medical thyroid
treatment must be reported for inclusion in an individual's:'

exposure record. (0.7)

ANS: FALSE-
REF: 10CFR20.107

4.5 Figure 4.1 attached shows RCS temperature versus time during plant
heatup to hot standby.- State the RCS Heatup Rate limit and explain
whether or not it has been exceeded in this case. (2.0)

ANS: Lic1t is 100 F in any 1 hr. period. Lgmitisexceededat0at,uut 1.5 hr. by about 5 . Accept 100 /hr for limit if

resgofanswerindicatesthecandgdateunderstandslimitis
100 over.1 hr. not a rate of 100 /hr.

'(1.0 limit; 1.0 explanation)
REF: WCGS Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby, GEN 00-002 R0, p. 1

WJGS Technical Specification 3.4.9.2.a 'p. 3/4 4-33 ,

4.6 List the five (5) conditions required to establish containment
integrity. (3.0)

ANS: 1. All penetrations req'd to be closed during accident
conditions are either: a) capable of being closed by an
operable auto. isol. sys., or b) closed by manual
v? ves, blind flanges, etc.

2. All quip.; hatches closed and sealed.'

3. Ea. airlock meets TS.
4. Contain. leak rates within TS.
5. Sealing mech. associated w/ ea. penet. operable.
(5 0 0.6 ea.)

REF: WCGS Technical Specification 1.7, p. 1-2

4.7 Per Technical Specifications, how long must the reactor be
subcritical before moving irradiated fuel in the reactor? (0.7)

ANS: 100 hours
REF: WCGS Technical Specification 3.9.3, p. 3/4 9-3

>

- 13 -
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4.8 ' Fill in the blanks below dealing with.a loss of seal injection
and/or seal' damage. Blanks may include one or more words, numbers,
or phrases. . (3.0)
Whensealinjectjonislostand inletitemperature is
. greater than 105 F stop the ifanyoneofthefollowjng
parameters are exceeded: a) No.1 sgal outlet temperature F,
b) seal injection temperature. F,c)pumpbearingwatgr
temperature gF, or d) motor bearing temperature F.
When danage to the seal is apparent, close the No. 1 seal
leakoff flow isolation valve within minutes. Stop the4

affected within minutes.,

: When damage to the seal is apparent, monitor vibration on the
affected RCP. Trip .the RCP immediately if it_ exceeds mils.

4

ANS: thermal barrier hx (CCW), RCP, 220,1135, 220/195, 195;
No. 1, 5, RCP, 30; No. 2, 20'

(12 ans 0 0.25 ea.);

REF: WCGS OFN 00-005 R0, p. 11, 13, 15; B8-201, R 1, p. 2/10

4.9 MATCHING Match the symptoms with the type of leakage indicated per'

.0FN 00-007, Rev. O, "RCS Leakage High." . Terms may be used more;

than once or not at all.
'

(3.0)
~

LEAKAGE TYPE
1. Common to all types of RCS leakage.
2. Steam Generator tube leakage.
3. Leakage into the auxiliary building.
4. Leakage into containment.
5. . Leakage into other systems.

SYMPT 0M
a. Increased level in recycle holdup tank.
b.-Increased condenser vacuum pump vent activity..
c. Increased liquid waste. holdup tank level.4 ,

d. Increased VCT makeup frequency.
Ie; Increased containment temperature.

f. Increated pressure in PRT.
g. Increased ~CCW activity. li

h. Increased Auxiliary building sump level.
i i. Increased charging flow.
.

#
4

\'

l

l

- 14 -
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ANS: a -5, b -2, c -3, d -1, e -4, f -5, g -5, h -3, 1 -1
(9 ans @ 0.333 ea.)-

REF: .WCGS OFN 00-007, R0, p. 1-11

4.10 MATCHING Match the symptoms of a reactor trip or safety injection<

with the most appropriate description from the list below.
Descriptions may be useTmore-than once or not at all. (3.6)

DESCRIPTION
1. Reactor Trip Required.
2. Reactor Trip Occurred.
3. Reactor Trip & Safety Injection Required.
4. Reactor Trip & Safety Injection Occurred.
5. None of the above.

SYMPT 0MS
a. Low PRZR pressure (1900 psig).
b. Turbine trip.
c. ECCS pumps running.
d. High PRZR pressure (2385 psig).
e. Rod bottom lights lit.
f. Reactor trip breakers open
g. High containment pressure (18.2 psig).
h.' Low PRZR pressure (1849 psig).
i.' Power range, high range, high level (1205).

ANS: a -1, b'-1/5, c -4, d -1, e -2, f -2, g -3/5, h -3, 1 -1
REF: WCGS EMG E-0 R0, p. 1,2

4.11 List five (5) imediate action steps from EMG E-0 Rev. O, " Safety
Injection." and explain how it is accomplished. Do NOT use either
of the examp1's given below. (3.5)
Examples: . .

1. Verify reactor trip by a) all rod bottom lights lit, b) reactor
trip breakers & bypass breakers open, c) neutron flux
decreasing, and d) transfer-NR-45 recorder to intermediate-

range.
2. Verify turbine trip by a) all turbine stop and control valves'

closed and b) main generator and exciter breakers open.

ANS: See pages 3-6 of EMG E-0 R0, " Safety Injection" - attached
(any 5/12 at 0.3 for action. 0.'4 for how)

REF:- As above

End of Category - End of Examination

i

- 15 -
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,
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,
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5. THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATIONS,
FLUIDS,-AND THERMODYNAMICS (24.0)

5.1 Explain briefly each of the following:
a. The reason for using a neutron source. (1.0)
b. Decay heat and sensible heat (2 parts). (1.0)

'ANS: a. Assure req'd CR / limit S/U_ short period events.
b. Decay is stored energy in the fuel / heat from delayed n

post S/D. Sensible is stored energy.in the reactor
components OR heat that causes a temperature rise.

REF: a.WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1, WCAP-10483, p. 2-3
b.- Basic Reactor Theory

5.2 During a reactor startup, power increases from 1% to 5% in 300
seconds. Neglect power defect and assume reactivity constant.
SHOW ALL WORK FOR FULL CREDIT. (2.0)
a. What is the reacter period?
b. What would the power level be after an additional 200 seconds?'

'1

et/T therefore: 5=1*e300/T therefore:ANS:
p1=po*300/TIn 5= therefore: T=300/1.609= (a) 186.40 s / 3.11 m
p2*Pl*e200/186.4 therefore: p2=5*2.92= (b) 14.6%

| (formula 0.5; ea. ans 0.75)
REF: Basic Reactor Theory

5.3 Calculate the reactor period for a prompt critical reactor.
SHOW ALL WORK AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR FULL CREDIT. (2.0)

0.005-0.007 & 1*pt crit. p=B so T=1*/BANS: T=(B-p)/tp + 1*/p for prom
=10-20 usper ref. B=

T=17.5to19EE(-6)/0.005to7= 0.0025-40 sec.
(formula 0.5, answer 0.5, assumptions 0.5 ea. x2)

REF: WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1, WCAP-10483, p. A-2, A-12

5.4 Explain how and why integral rod worth changes for each of the
conditions below. (2.0)
a. Power increases from HZP to HFP (zero to full power).
b. Core ages'from BOL to E0L.
c. Core xenon worth increases from free to equilibrium.

ANS: a. Integral worth increases due to spectrum hardening and
resonance captt.re increase OR incr. due to more flux.

b. -Integral worth may incr. or decr. based on competing
fission product buildup (fpb) and core power distr.
shift OR incr. due to less competition.

c. Integral worth increases due to spectrum hardening OR
decr. due to more competition.

( 3 ans. 0 0.666 ea. - content not wording)
REF: WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1, WCAP-10483, p. 6-3

-2-
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'5.5 'Give an approximate yhlue for the reactivity coefficients below at
BOL and HZP. Also state how each changes as a function of' core

'

age. Reasons for changes are NOT required.U (2.0)
a. Moderator temperature coefTEient (pcm/ F).
b. Moderator' void coefficient (pcm/% void).
c. Moderator pressure coefficient (pcm/ psi).

( d. Fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficient (pcm/% power).
i e. Differential boron worth (pcm/ ppm).

ANS: a. MTC: more neg. w/ age, -2-3 pcm/ F.
| b. MVC: more neg. w/ age, negligible (0- -250 pcm/% void).
I c. MPC: more pos. w/ age, +0.3 pcm/ psi.

d. FTC: less neg. w/ age, -15 pcm/% power.
e. DBW: less neg. w/ age, -12.5 pcm/ ppm.

i (direction w/ age 0.3, value 0.1 for 5 ans.)
REF: WCGS Core Physics, Cycle 1, WCAP-10483, p. 5-1, 5-5

! 5.6 List four (4) factors which affect the neutron flux reaching a
; particular control rod.

i example given below.
-N0 explanation is required. Do NOT use

' (2.0)
: Example: Moderator temperature.

ANS: Boron concentration, Fission product poison inventory, rodi

shadowing (position of adjacent rods), axial position,
radial position, local power. level, local burnable poison,
core age, and power level ( credit).
(any 4 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: Basic Reactor Theory

5.7 Briefly describe the basic mechanisms required to establish naturalt

j circulation. (1.5)

ANS: Elevation with heat sink above source and intact fluid loop

L connecting sink and source.
(3 concepts 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: Basic Thermodynamicsi

.
5.8 a. Define the term "enthalpy" with respect to a mixture of steam

| and water. Include the condition of zero enthalpy and
; appropriate units of measurement. (1.0)

b. What happens to the relative amount of enthalpy when steam is'

changed to water? Give the ratio (steam / water) at 212"F. (1.0)
c. What happens to the steam / water enthalpy ratio as the pressure

of a saturated system is decreased? EXPLAIN. (1.0)
NOTE: Assume a saturated system unless stated otherwise.

withzero@3gF.ANS: a. heat content of a mixture in BTU /lbm
! b.- Decreases due to phase change w/ ratio = 6.4 0 212 F.

c. Increases since h n increased & hr decreased.f
(3 ans 9 1.0 ea. divided equally per underlined areas)

REF: Basic Thermodynamics & Steam Tables
( -3-
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5.9 Give four (4) physical factors that change over core life which '

.

affect the heatitransfer capability of the. fuel and the fuel
.

*

centerline temperature. For each factor indicate whether it tends.

to INCREASE or DECREASE centerline fuel temperature over the life'

of the core. (3.0).
'

ANS: a. Fuel densificationL- increase.
b.. Fuel pellet swelling - decreasing.
c. Clad creep - decrease.

- - d. Clad corrosion - increase.
-e. Crud buildup - increase.. .

f. Nature of gas.in the gap - increase.,

i .g. Concentration of gas in the gap - decrease.
(any 4/7 9.0.75 ea. - for factor & foreffect),

: REF: Basic Reactor Theory

5.10 a. Explain briefly what is occurring at the pump suction when.a
pump is cavitating.

. (0.5)
;. 'b.

head available (NPSHA)g will affect pump net positive suction
State how the followin

Assume an open system (suction fromi
.

and: discharge to an atmospheric tank). Do NOT answer for
NPSH STATE ALL ASSUMPTIONS.

' (1) required. Increase inlet temperature. (0.5)
4

;~~
(2) Increase pump impeller speed. (0.5)

'

NOTE: NPHSA = Pabsolute - Pvapor + Pcol. height - Pline~ loss
: ANS: a.- Vapor bubbles are forming because Psys LT Psat-at pump. -

,

b. (1)Tempincr.willincr.Pvapor so NPSHA decr.
~

-

(2) No effect. Changes NPSHR not NPSHA.
'

Decrease. Incr. flow incr. Pline loss-
Explanation NOT required.-

~

REF:- Cameron Hydraulic Data, c 1977, p'. 1-10 to 1-17
,

'

j 5.11 Explain how each of the following changes INCREASE, DECREASE, or
have NO EFFECT on overall plant efficiency (Welectric/Wthermal)- |

'

Base your answer on initial trends prior to any automatic action. .i

a.. CVCS charging isolates at 1005 power (not seal inj.,. (1.0) ;o
b. Electric and thermal load reduced from 1005 to 755 (All y

primary parameters go to programmed values.). (1.0) q
'

|
ANS: a. INCREASE because more rx heat available for SG since i

less req'd for preheating chg.
b. DECREASE because 9 lower power Tava is lower and dT is

lower so intrinsic efficiency is reduced. Accept any
answer which discusses a valid reason for decr. eff. i

,

(e.g., less MSR steam).- |
I REF: a.-Basic Thermodynamics 1

.

b. SNUPPS NPS-229, p. 6-20
.

-4- |
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5.12 List three (3) mechanisms'of hydrogen production inside containment
in a post LOCA environment. (1.0)

'

;-

ANS: 1. zirconium - water reaction.
: 2. radiolytic decomposition of water.

3. metal corrosion (Na0H-Al or boric acid - zine).
(3 ans 0 0.333 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-221, p. 1-21

End of category Examination continued on next page

,

(

-5-
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6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGN, CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION (25.0)

6.1 Sketch the characteristic curve for a gas-filled detector exposed
to a constant radiation field (output versus applied voltage).*

Label the axes'and the six regions of interest. (3.0)

ANS: Key attached
(6 9.4 ea.(name.2, shape.2); order.2; ver ax.2; hor ax.2)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, Figure SNP-NI-1, p. 2-6

6.2 Using the " Simplified RCS" drawing attached, indicate on the
drawing the location and flow direction of the reactor coolant
system connections listed below. Define any abbreviations used'

except those provided below. Show the relative location on each
leg using each item as often as necessary. (4.0)
a. Pressurizer spray (SPRAY)
b. Pressurizer surge (SURGE).

' c. Accumulator (ACC).
d. High Head SI (HPSI or HHSI)..
e. CVCS normal letdown (NOR LTDN)..

f. Hot leg safety injection (HLSI).
g. RHR suction (RHR).
h. CVCS normal charging (NOR CHG).
i. CVCS excess letdown (EX LTDN).
j. CVCS alternate charging (ALT CHG).

ANS: Key attached.
REF: SNUPPS NPS-211, Figure SNP-RC-24, p. 5-5

SNUPPS RCS P&ID, M-02BB01(Q)

6.3 Using the " Steam - Feed Mass Flow" figure attached, indicate on a
separate page (your answer sheet not the figure) the percentage of
total steam or feedwater flow at.each of the points marked A - E (5
answers). Answer in percent not pounds per hour. (1.0)

ANS: A - 8%, B - 16%, C - 10%, D - 8%, E - 13%
(5 ans @ 0.2 ea. accept +/- 2% @ full, +/- 5% @ credit).

REF: SNUPPS NPS-211. Figure SNP-MS-4, p. 5-15

6.4 Explain how overexcitation of a distant generator (not Wolf Creek)
on the grid can affect power production at Wolf Creek. Include in

your answer the effect on true power generated and potentially(1.0)harmful effects on the Wolf Creek turbine-generator.

ANS: Overexcitation elsewhere causes the grid to supply reactive
4

current to WC. This reduces true power generated and, if
seiere enough, can cause large flux densities in the rotor
with possible overheating.
(4 underlined phrases are key @ 0.25 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-213, p. A-8
-6-
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WOLF CREEK SRO EXAMINATION ]

- 6.5 Name four (4) interlocks associated with the refueling machine (NOT
the fuel transfer car or upender). (1UT

ANS: * Traverse Interlocks - Prevent motion of the bridge or d
, trolley unless the gripper is in the'. full up position.

* Hoist Lowering. Interlock - Prevent.. lowering of the hoist
(fuel mast) except in the core or fuel transfer areas.
* Gripper' Engage / Disengage Interlock - Prevents engaging or
disengaging the gripper unless it is in the full down ,

position in the core or. transfer area and there s slack i
cable indication on the load monitor. ,

*0verload Interlock - Prevent raising the hoist if the load |
exceeds 115% total weight of the mast, fuel assembly, and
RCC assembly.

. . i
* Backup Overload Interlock - @ 135% of load. J
* Underload (Slack Cable) Interlock - Stops the disengaged
hoist and prevents further lowering if the load is less

,

; than 85% of the weight ofthe fuel mast.
* Height Interlock - Prevents raising a fuel assembly to
where there is less than 10 ft. water coverage..
* Speed Interlock - Reduces speed when fuel enters core and
when gripper approaches the top of the core.
(any 4/7 0 0.25 ea. - no explanation req'd.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-219, p. 4-35, 4-36

6.6 MATCHING Match each of the areas below with the appropriate water
.

application method used by the Fire Protection System. (2.0)
1 AREA

a. Diesel Generator Rooms ,

I

b. Computer Rooms
c. Technical Support Center
d. Turbine Drivea Aux. Feed. Pump
e. Main Transformer
f. ESF Switchgear Rooms |
g. Auxiliary Boiler Room
h. Fuel Oil Storage Tank
1. Cable Spreading Rooms
J. Diesel Fire Pump Room

WATER APPLICATION METHOD ,

1. Wet-pipe sprinkler system
'

2. . Water spray system
3. Preaction sprinkler system
4. Foam system
5. Halon 1301 system

ANS: a.3,b.5,c.1,d.2,e.2,f.5,g.1,h.4,i.3,j.1
,

REF: SNUPPS NPS-229, p. 2-9 - 2-18
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WOLF CREEK SRO EXAMINATION. t

6.7 The Combine'd Intermediate Valves (CIV's) consist of two valves in.
one body, the Intercept. Valve.(IV) and the IntermediatelStop Valve -

1(ISV). Explain the automatic operation of the-IV's and the ISV's:
during a load' rejection and a turbine: trip. (2.0)-

,

ANS: For-TT,'ISV trip-closed (and cannot_be reopened until,

steam press. redcced).
.

For load reject, IV's 1, 3, & 5 will throttle as req'd to -
i . control turbine speed.during reheater blowdown. .IV's 2, 4,.

- & 6 will close if IV's 1, 3, & 5 close more than 10%.(90%
,

3
. open) and reopen at same point when IV's 1,=3, & 5 reopen.
(TT 9 1.0; LR 9 1.0 - concept only, valve f & % not reg'd.)"

REF:- SNUPPS NPS-223, p. 2-20, 2-21
,

~

i 6.8 List five.(5) signals which will automatically initiate control
room emergency recirculation / pressurization and isolation.'

Setpoints are NOT required.- (2.0),

~ANS: 1. Chlorine detected on CR intake.(5 ppm).
L 2. Control room gaseous (process) activity. ,

; .3. Fuel. Building ventilation isolation.
! 4. CISA (or any oter abbr. for cont. phase A isol.)..

5. ' Containment atmosphere gaseous (process)_ activity.,

6.. Containment purge gaseous (process) activity.
(any 5/6 9 0.4 ea.)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-221, p. 1-30, 1-31
'

. 6.9 Explain the purpose ~~of the Wobbulator in the EHC speed control'

unit. (1.0)-.

' '
-ANS:- It slowly varies turbine' speed above an'd below set speeds.

that are near critical speeds to reduce the possibility of
|; - extended operation in a resonant condition (which could

damage the turbine).< '

(3 underlined areas 9 0.333 e'a. content)
~

. '

REF: SNUPPS NPS-225, p. 5-22

$ 6.10 Explain how failure of one incore thermocouple reference junction
box. heater can be detected by observing thermocouple (core outlet)
temperature indication.

'

(1.0)-
~

ANS: Thermocouples from the box with the failed heater will-

drift WRT the other indications.
-REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 1-14

:
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WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

6.11 Give the information requested below about each of the three (3).
ranges of excore nuclear instrumentation.. (3.0)
a. Name
b. Detector type.
c. . Number of detectors per range.
d. Type of flux detected (represented at detector output).
e. Type of flux indicated (on panel meter).
f. Range of indication (panel meter or chart marking).
g. Reactor power range covered (in %).

.h. Panel indication when range higher starts indicating onscale.
i. Axial physical location of detector.
j. Reactor trips with setpoints.
NOTE: Parts d & e refer to pre- & post-conditioning respectively.

ANS: a. SOURCE INTERMEDIATE POWER

b. BF3 CIC UIC

c. 2 2 8(4U & 4L)
d. gamma / neutron neutron gama/ neutron

-(gamma + n if 2 cans discussed)

e. neutron neutron gamma / neutron
6 10-11-10-3 amps 0-125/200%f. 0/1-10 cps

0 210-9-10-3% 10-5/6-10 %2 10 -10 +gg.

h. about 2-500 cps about 10-5 amps no higher range

i. 25% up middle (50%) U925% up/L925% down
5j. 10 cps 25% rx power 25% rx power,

+ 5% in 2 sec.,4

- 5% in 2 sec.,
109% rx power

(30 ans 0 0.1 ea. (power range - j. 4 ans 0 0.025)) |
REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 2-7 to 2-25

'

6.12 MATCHING. Match the rod blocks with the appropriate description
from the list provided. (1.0)

R0D STOP R00 STOP DESCRIPTION
a. C-1 1. Overpower delta T (0PdT). ,

b. C-2 2. High bank D.
c. C-3 3. Overtemperature delta T (0 tdt).
d. C-4 4. Power range NIS high flux. i

e. C-5 5. Low power interlock. |

f. C-6 6. Intermediate range NIS high flux. i

!

ANS: a.6,b.4,c.3,d.1,e.5,f.2 ;

(If f OK then grade on 6 0 .167 ea.; If f XX then 5 0 .2) !
REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 4-17, 4-18 ,

1-9-.

!
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WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

'6.13 Give theLRPS reactor trip (s) designed to protect against.each of
the events listed below. (3.0)
a. Loss of Coolant Flow.
b. Rod Ejection.
c. Reactor Overpower.
d. Departure from Nucleate Boiling.
e. Multiple Rod Drop.
f. RCS. Integrity.
g. Loss of Heat Sink.
h. Reactor Startup Power Excursion.

ANS: a .~ 1-loss of sensed flow, ii-RCP bus undervoltage, iii-RCP
bus underfrequency.

.

b. 5% increase in LT 2 seconds (high pos. rate).
c. 1-power range high flux, ii-0PdT.
d. 1-0 tdt, ii-. low pressurizer pressure.
e. 5% decrease in LT 2 seconds (high neg. rate).
f. 1-high pressurizer pressure, ii-high pressurizer level.
g. 1-low SG. level, ii-turbine trip.
h. 1-SR NIS high flux, ii-IR high flux, PR high flux.
(a-h 9 0.375 ea., mult.~ans / part 9 equal value)

REF: SNUPPS NPS-227, p. 5-14 - 5-22

End of Category - Examination continued on next page

- 10 -
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WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL, EMERGENCY, AND
RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL (26.0)

,

7.1 For each of the situations below indicate whether a Wolf Creek
exposure. limit has been exceeded and why or why not. If a limit
has been exceeded, indicate what_ administrative steps would be
required to approve such exposure. Assume that the information
given represents the total exposure for the individual during the
calendar year in question. (3.0)
a. An individual who is a minor (under 18 years of age) enters a

Radiation Controlled Area (RCA) but' receives no measureable
exposure,

b. An individual receives the dose indicated for each of the
following calendar weeks: June 17-23: 225 millirems (mr), June
24-30: 250 mr, July 1-7: 200 ar, July 8-14: 225 mr, July 15-
21: 175 mr, and July 22-28: 225 mr. His total dose for the six
weeks is 1300 nr.

c. A pregnant woman enters a RCA and receives a dose of.25 mr,
within the guidelines of the National Council of Radiation
Protection.

ANS: a. A limit has been exceeded since RCA-entry by a minor
requires prior approval by the Site Health Physicist.

b. No limit has been violated. All doses are not GT 250
mr/ calendar week nor GT 1000 mr/ calendar qtr.

c. A limit has been exceeded because exposure of,a
pregnant female requires prior approval of the S.H.P.

NOTE: Adjust grading for def'n of exposure limit. For
parts a & c limit not really exceeded but procedures
concerning limits violated. Accept either answer if expl.
demonstrates understanding. SHP appr. reg'd for full cred.
(1.0 ea, part; 0.25 yes/no, 0.75 applicable limits /expl.)

REF: WCGS Radiation Exposure Guidelines, ADM 03-005 R3, p. 3,4

7.2 Explain why the ALARA program does not always reduce exposure to
the lowest achievable levels. (1.5)

ANS: ALARA reduces iose based on a comparison of state of
technology and economics of improvements vs. benefit of
reduced exposure ( accept content not specific wording).

REF: . WCGS ALARA Program, ADM 03-050 R0, p. 1

7.3 Explain what groups or jobs are covered by blanket Radiation Work
Permits. (2.0)

ANS: normal duties of Health Physics, Chemistry, & Operations
groups plus General Inspection.
(4 ans.- 3 groups, 1 job 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: WCGS Radiation Work Permit Program, ADM 03-101 R1, p. 2

- 11 -
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WOLF CREEK SRO EXAMINATION

7.4 -TRUE or FALSE? The use of radioactive iodine for medical thyroid
treatment must be reported for inclusion in an individual's
exposure record.

'

(0.5)

ANS: FALSE
REF: 10CFR20.107'-

7.5 Figure 4.1 attached shows RCS temperature versus time during plant
heatup to hot standby. State the RCS Heatup Rate limit and explain
whether or not it has been exceeded in this case. (2.0)

0
ANS: Limit is 100 F in any 1 hr. period. Limit is exceeded at

about 1.5 hr. by about 5 . Accept 100 /hr for limit if
resgofanswerindicatesthecandfdateunderstandslimitis
100 over 1 hr. not a rate of 100 /hr.
(1.0 limit; 1.0 explanation)

REF: WCGS-Cold Shutdown to Hot Standby, GEN 00-002 R0, p. 1
WCGS Technical Specification 3.4.9.2.a, p. 3/4 4-33

7.6 List the five (5) conditions required to establish containment
integrity. (3.0)

ANS: 1. All penetrations req'd to be closed during accident
conditions are either: a) capable of being closed by an
operable auto. isol. sys., or b) closed by manual
valves, blind flanges, etc.

2. All equip. hatches closed and sealed.
3. Ea. airlock meets TS.
4. Contain. leak rates within TS.
5. Sealing mech. associated w/ ea. penet. operable.
(5 0 0.6 ea.)

REF: WCGS Technical Specification 1.7, p. 1-2

7.7 Per Technical Specifications, how long must the reactor be
subcritical before moving irradiated fuel in the reactor? (0.5)

ANS: 100 hours
REF: WCGS Technical Specification 3.9.3, p. 3/4 9-3

.

- 12 -
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WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

7.8 Fill in the blanks below dealing with a loss of seal injection
and/or seal damage. Blanks may include one or more words, numbers,

(3.0)or phrases.
.

inlet temperature isWhen seal injection is lost and
greater than 105'F stop the ifanyoneofthefollowfng
parameters are exceeded: a) No. 1 seal outlet temperature F,

Ub) seal. injection temperature F,c)pumpbearingwatgr
temperature gF, or d) motor bearing temperature F.
When damage to the seal is apparent, close the No. 1. seal
leakoff flow isolation valve within minutes. Stop the
affected within minutes.
When damage to the seal is apparent, monitor vibration on the
affected RCP. Trip the RCP immediately if it exceeds mils.

ANS: thermal barrier hx (CCW), RCP, 220, 135, 220/195, 195;
No. 1, 5, RCP, 30; No. 2, 20

'

(12 ans 0 0.25 ea.)
REF: WCGS OFN 00-005 R0, p. 11, 13, 15; BB-201, R 1, p. 2/10

7.9 MATCHING Match the symptoms with the type of leakage indicated per
0FN 00-007, Rev. O, "RCS Leakage High." Terms may be used more
than once or not at all. (3.0)

LEAKAGE TYPE
1. Common to all types of RCS leakage.
2. Steam Generator tube leakage.
3. Leakage into the auxiliary building.
4. Leakage into containment.
5. Leakage into other systems.

SYMPT 0M
a. Increased level in recycle holdup tank.
b. Increased condenser vacuum pump vent activity,
c. Increased liquid waste holdup tank level.
d. Increased VCT makeup frequency.
e. Increased containment temperature.
f. Increased pressure in PRT.
g. Increased CCW activity.
h. Increased Auxiliary bui' ding sump level.
1. Increased charging flow.

ANS: a -5, b -2, c -3 reg'd (4/5 no cred/ pen), d -1, e -4, f -5,
g -5, h -3, 1 -1
(9 ans 0 0.333 ea.)

REF: WCGS OFN 00-007, R0, p. 1-11

- 13 -
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7.10 Explain briefly the symptoms or entry conditions for EMG ES-01,
.Rev. O, "Rediagnosis." (1.5)

ANS: Procedure is entered based on operator judgement about the
need to redetermine or confirm the most appropriate post-
accident recovery procedure (accept content not wording).

REF: WCGS EMG ES-01 R0, p. 1

7.11 Complete the RED PATH SUMMARY below taken from EMG E-0 Rev. O,
" Safety Injection." Blanks may be one or more words, phrases, or
numbers. (3.0)
a. SUBCRITICALITY - Nuclear power .

b. CORE COOLING - Core exit TCs (1 of 2 answers req'd).
c. HEAT SINK - Narrow range level in all SGs and total

feedwater flow .

d. INTEGRITY - Cold leg temperature decrease and RCS
cold leg temperature less than (later).

e. CONTAINMENT - Containment pressure .

ANS: a. GT 5%
b. GT 1200 F 0 GT 700 F w/ RVLIS LT (later)% and no RCP

running
c. LT 20% LT 300,000 #/hr

0d. GT 100 F/60 min
e. GT 60 psig /75 psia
(6 ans 0 0.5 ea.)

REF: WCGS EMG E-0 R0, p. 16

7.12 List five (5) immediate action steps from EMG E-0 Rev. O, " Safety
Injection." and explain how it is accomplished. Do NOT use either
of the examples given below. (3.0)

Examples:
1. Verify reactor trip by a) all rod bottom lights lit, b) reactor

trip breakers & bypass breakers open, c) neutron flux
decreasing, and d) transfer NR-45 recorder to intermediate
range.

2. Verify turbine trip by a) all turbine stop and control valves
closed and b) main generator and exciter breakers open.

ANS: See pages 3-6 of EMG E-0 R0, " Safety Injection" - attached
(any 5/12 at 0.3 for action. 0.3 for how)

REF: As above

End of Category - Examination continues on next page

- 14 -
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WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS (25.0)

8.1 For each of the conditions below identify the AFFECTED SYSTEM and
whether it would be OPERABLE or INOPERABLE per Technical
Specifications. Assume the plant is in Mode 1 unless mode stated .
Entry into an-LC0 should be considered inoperable. More than one.
system may be correct but only one is required. (4.0) .

Example: Refueling Water Storage Tank boron concentration is
measured at 2250 ppe.
Answer: Borated Water Source -IN0P.

a. One primary power-operated relief valve block valve fails to
stroke open during surveillance testing (sticks closed).

b. One diesel generator day tank contains 399 gallons of fuel oil,
c. During refueling (Mode 6), refueling canal boron concentration

is determined to be 2000 ppu.
d. Turbine driven agxiliary feedwater pump room temperature is

indicated as 1 W F.
e. One fire pump is found to develop 3300 gpm at a system head of

200 feet.
f. Theultimateheatsinklakeogtlet(plantinlet) water

temperature is measured at 94 F.
g. A reactor coolant system accumulator indicates 610 psia.
h. At 1005 power, rod bank D position is indicated as 161 steps.

ANSWER: REFERENCE:
SYSTEM OP ? WCGS Tech Spec Section

a. RCS/Rel. valves IN0P 3.4.4, p. 3/4 4-10

b. DG/ Fuel oil 0P 3.8.1.1.b, p. 3/4 8-1
c. RCS/BMS OP 3.9.1.b, p. 3/4 9-1
d. AFW/HVAC IN0P 3.7.12, p. 3/4 7-38
e. Fire Prot. IN0P 3.7.10.1, p. 3/4 7-28
f. UHS /ESW IN0P 3.7.5.b, p. 3/4 7-13

| g. ECCS/SI IN0P 3.5.1.d, p. 3/4 5-1
h. React. Cont./ Rods OP 3.1.3.b, p. 3/4 1-21
(8 ans 0 0.25 sys & 0.25 OP/INOP)

l 3.2 a. List the minimum shift crew composition per Tech Specs,
'

including both numbers and positions for Modes 1-6. (2.0)
b. What conditions permit shift staffing with no licensed

personnel in the control room (conditions for R0 and SR0 are
separate answers). (2.0)

- 15 -
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WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

'

' . ANS: ;a. Modes. -4: SS -1; SRO.-1; R0 -2; SO -4; STA--1; CHM -11
Modes 5-6: SS -1; SR0 -0; R0 -1; S0 -1; STA -0; CHM _-0 ,

.b. R0 is not req'd in CR:when.'no fuel:is in vessel.-
! - SR0 is not req'd in CR when.in Modes 5-6.

(a. 0.167 ea. position, b. 1.0 ea. condition)
REF: WCGS Technical Specifications 6.2.2,.p.t6-1,~6-5

8.3 .Give the information requested.below about the emergency
classification model and procedures at Wolf Creek.

'(110)a. List the four levels or emergency classes
b. 4 Explain the basic model used to classify events and how the

~

.

model is used or changes for each event level. 2.0)
c. Classify each of the. events listed below 2.0)

. 1. Steam generator tube rupture (in-excess of 500 gpm)
coincident with a steam. safety valve failing open c'i tha
affected generator. Steam line. radiation levels'. indicate
15 R/hr contact.-

2. A smal1~ private plane crashes inside the site protected
. area.with no damage to any plant equipment.

3. Design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Assume no
~

-

fuel = failure. ~

4. During refueling, a spent fuel element is' dropped into the''

reactor vessel such that substantial fuel damage is<
- obscved. This isjconfirmed by increasing indications _on

containment radiation monitors..

i' ANS: a. FOUR LEVELS N00E, Alert, Site Area Em., Gen. Area Em.
.

b. Classification is based on violation of fission product
barriers: 1) fuel integrity,.2) RCPB, and 3)
containment integrity.
- NOVE: Use table in EP - basically says event where

r ceditions may later challenge-fp barrier
~ ALERT: One of three~fpb violated (or conditions exist

, which if uncorrected, would' lead'to violation.'

E S.A.E.: Two of three as above.
G.A.E.: Three of three as above.'

; c.1 G.A.E. - Loss of fpb, contain., & RCPB.
c.2 NOUE - per table..m
c.3 Alert - Loss of RCPB.-

.. 9' ' - CAF.
F.

,_

c.4 Alert - Loss of fuel integ.

(a. 4 ans 0 0.25 ea.; b. model 1.0, changes / level--1.0; )
'

c. 4 ans-@ 0.5 ea. , accept for 4 credit 1 event worse
REF:'. WCGS Radiological Emergency Response Plan, Rev. 13,

~

section 2.2-2.4i
*

.
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WOLF CREEK SR0' EXAMINATION

~ 8.4. When the Shift Supervisor assumes the duties of the Duty Emergency.
Director per the Radiological Emergency Plan' Implementing
Procedures, under what conditions should he report to a: location
other than the control' room?

~

'(1.5)
.

_ hen the event. requires that he perform direct. specificANS: W
assessment, corrective, or protective actions at'an
alternate location-(require concept not wording).
Procedure deleted: Accept reasonable answer.;

REF: .WCGS REPIP ADM 12-1.0 RO, section 1.2.1, p. 1

_
8.5 |TRUE or FALSE? ' Prior to spent fuel.handlin'g during refueling, both

trains of the fuel building emergency exhaust system shall be in
operation. (0.5)-

ANS: FALSE - only 1/2 req'd.-

- REF: WCGS FHP 02-Oll!R2, p. 5
,

8.6 Give four (4) types of plant status information from the list below'

which should be contained'in the Control Room Log and four (4)
which should be in~the Shift Supervisor Log. (2.0)
1 Site Related Information

' 2 Equipment Operability
3 Status of Work'in_ Progress

t 4 Equipment Operation
i 5) Systems Lineup

.

! 6) Scheduled or Recomended Events
' 7) 0perating Parameters
i

| ANS: CRL - 2, 3, 4, 7; SSL -~1,-2, 5, 6'

L REF: WCGS Standing Order 26 R0
_

! 8.7 Fill in t5e olanks in the following paragraph dealing with--
'

administrative limits on overtime per ADM 01-023, Rev. 2,'

,

" Guidelines for WCGS Staff Working Hours". Blanks may be one or
more words, phrases, or, numbers. (2.0)
An individual shall not be permitted to work, excluding normal

[ shift turnover time, hours straight, hours in any.
| - twenty-four hour. period, hours in any forty-eight hour
i. _ _ period, or hours in any seven day period. Including shift
L -turnover time, a break of at least ~ hours shall be allowed
L between~ work periods. Except during the use of overtime
i -shall be considered on an individual basis and not for the entire
| , shift complement. If an operato'r is required to-work in excess of

continuous hours, his duties should be adjusted such that he
will 5e periodically relieved from . Deviation from these

;

:,
guidelines shall be documented in .

.

?
;
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-WOLF CREEK SR0 EXAMINATION

ANS: 16, 1.6, 24, 72, 8, extended S/D periods,12, Control Board,
~SS Log
(6 #-@ 0.167 ea.; 3 phrases @ 0.333 ea.)

REF: WCGS ADM 01-023 R2, p. 2

8.8 TRUE or FALSE? Temporary procedure changes should be valid for no
more than one week. The Superintendent of Operations may grant an
extension if nectssary. EXPLAIN. (1.0)

ANS: FALSE. Valid for 1 day only w/o Sup.~0p. extension.
(T/F .5; expl. .5)

REF: WCGS Standing Order 31. Rev. 1, " Procedure Changes"

8.9~ List five (5) documents that must be reviewed during shift turnover
by both the Shift Supervisor'and the Supervising Operator per ADM

i- 02- E Rev. 2, " Shift Relief and Turnover." Do NOT include alarm-
: typewriter output, reading sheets, RWPs, or maintenance activities
in progress. (2.0)

ANS: SS Log, CR Log, Review Clearance Log, Temp. Jumper and
Lifted Lead Log, Locked Valve Log, Special Orders, Standing
Orders, In-progress Proceduresi

(any 5/8 0 0.4 ea.)
REF: WCGS ADM 02-010 R2, p. 5,7

8.10 Name three (3) individuals (by job title) who must approve any
Radiation Work Permit per ADM 03-101, Rev. 1, " Radiation Work
Permit Program." (1.5)

ANS: H. P. Tech., H. P'. Supervisor -(or designee), & Shift Sup.
;

(3 ans 0 0.5 ea.)
REF: WCGS ADM 03-101 R1, p. 3,6

8.11 Give two functions of a Clearance Order for safety-related
F equipment. (1.5)

ANS: 1) Protect personnel and,
r

2) equipment during maintenance and normal operation.l

3) Ensure independent.verif. when S-R equip. removed or
4) returned to service.

i (2 ans 0 0.75 ea.)
REF: WCGS ADM 02-100 R6, p. 1

'

!

End of Category - End of Examination

!

!
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